renewed importance over the last few years, decimal internal use of radix 2 representation usually creates an systems are not efficient enough and techniques are still inherent error, since the equivalent binary numbers will under development. In this paper, a modification of the have an infinite amount of fractional digits. Moreover can easily monitor the evolution of certain magnitudes and detect any errors [11] . The are other fields like financial 1. INTRODUCTION and business-oriented applications where studies have revealed that 5500 of the numerical data contained in Binary system is the mathematical substrate of digital commercial databases are in decimal format [12] . Recently systems so the use of binary arithmetic is present in most the IBM z900 microprocessor has been developed [13] , of computation systems. On the other hand, decimal is with a decimal arithmetic unit. easier for humans to handle mainly because we have ten Proof of the importance recently given to decimal fingers and we are just used to thinking that way. In fact, representation is the fact that the standard IEEE 854 has first computing machines worked with decimal been expanded to support decimal floating point [14] . representations [ CORDIC was developed by Volder [17] for calculating the Circular Yn = K1 (y cos z + x sen z) rotation of a two-dimensional vector with circular Zn= 0 coordinates represented in the binary system, exclusively
x, = K-1 (x cos z + y sen z) using addition and shift operations. Walther [18] angles in the form tan'(10J). Table 3 shows the values of Table 2 shows the results provided by the algorithm j= 3 0.12435500 0 12490719 0 00100000 0 00011111 depending on the type of coordinates. As shown in This proposal permits the number of gates to be reduced is, the decomposition of the angle to be rotated in to 3 AND gates, 2 OR gates, plus 3 inverters, and the elementary angles that fulfil condition (3) will be used and, number of gate levels the signal passes through is 3. At as a result, convergence is guaranteed without the need of first glance, the proposed algorithm behaves better than the repeating any stage. However, the product by 2-' that one described in [16] . However, the method proposed also appears in (2a) and (2b) can no longer be implemented as a requires a multiplexer circuit which, depending on the simple shift of bits but rather, when using decimal BCD value of the least significant bit of the BCD digit, selects codification, some kind of correcting operation must be the bits of the shifted digit or the same bits after the performed instead. [16] 4 2 MUXE multiplying a BCD number by 5 is described taking into I I I account terms C1 and T, as shown in The results of the error distribution are shown in Fig 6.  Fig. 4 , and the maximum error for each angle is indicated
There is seen to be a decreasing tendency for both methods by means of a line. The error distribution for the proposed as the number of iterations increases. However, the slope is method is significantly lower than that for decimal much greater for the hybrid method. For this method, the CORDIC. In addition, the maximum error for any of the error stabilizes at 24 iterations whereas for decimal angles considered oscillates for decimal CORDIC, whereas CORDIC, around 60 iterations are required. In addition, for the hybrid method the maximum error presents much the maximum error is always lower for the hybrid method. less variability.
The number of iterations for the hybrid method cannot be 5, 5 higher than 32 since it is the number of bits that the BCD Finally, it must be pointed out that the importance of Processors, 1995, pp. 258-269.
